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ABSTRACT

We investigate an automated design validation scheme for gate-level combinational and

sequential circuits that borrows methods from simulation and test generation for physical faults,

and verifies a circuit with respect to a modeled set of design errors. The error models used in prior

research are examined and reduced to five types: gate substitution errors (GSEs), gate count

errors (GCEs), input count errors (ICEs), wrong input errors (WIEs), and latch count errors

(LCEs). Conditions are derived for a gate to be testable for GSEs, which lead to small, complete

test sets for GSEs; near-minimal test sets are also derived for GCEs. We analyze undetectability

in design errors and relate it to single stuck-line (SSL) redundancy. We show how to map all the

foregoing error types into SSL faults, and describe an extensive set of experiments to evaluate the

proposed method. These experiments demonstrate that high coverage of the modeled errors can be

achieved with small test sets obtained with standard test generation and simulation tools for

physical faults.

Index Terms: Design validation, error modeling, fault simulation, logic design, test generation.
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1  INTRODUCTION

Design verification is the process of ensuring that a design exhibits the required behavior. The

two main approaches to verifying logic designs are formal verification [13][24][28][34][35],

which attempts to prove mathematically that a design’s implementation and specification agree,

and simulation [2][10][14][20][21], which requires the generation and application of input pat-

terns (tests) that check for correct behavior. Simulation is the most widely used and practical veri-

fication technique for large logic circuits. Exhaustive simulation using all possible input

combinations as tests is one possibility, at least for combinational logic, but the number of tests

needed for adequate coverage of design errors tends to be excessive (exponential). An alternative

is to perform simulation with randomly generated test vectors [21]. Random vectors can cover a

substantial number of design faults, but their coverage is uncertain even with very large test sets.

Implementation-independent “universal” test sets [10][14] have also been proposed for design

error detection and, more recently, for block-level fault detection [22]. Universal tests exploit any

unateness properties of the functions being implemented, but the tests become exhaustive when,

as is often the case, there are no unate variables. Yet another approach is to use specific, determin-

istic test sets generated for a physical (fabrication) fault model like the single stuck-line (SSL)

model to verify the design. It has been shown that many gate-level design errors can be detected

by using test sets derived for SSL faults [2].

It is also possible to simulate design errors explicitly and generate tests for the resulting mod-

els. This nonexhaustive and deterministic approach underlies the mutation technique for software

testing [23], and has also been applied to hardware design verification [2][14][21]. This paper

investigates model-based design verification for both combinational and sequential logic circuits.

Since no criterion for the completeness of a set of design error models is known, a design that

passes the tests is guaranteed to be correct with respect to the modeled faults only. In spite of this

limitation, model-based simulation appears to be an effective technique for hardware design veri-

fication, and can help to discover design faults early in the design process.

We have been exploring model-based design verification at several levels of abstraction [4][5].

Our experience to date suggests that it is difficult to identify generally-applicable design error

models at the register-transfer (RTL) or higher levels, but that it is quite feasible to do so at the

gate level as this paper shows. Furthermore, gate-level error models can provide useful clues to
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the nature and capabilities of higher-level models.

The method presented in this paper complements rather than replaces existing approaches for

formal gate-level design verification such as logic/property checking [29]. It has several advan-

tages over these approaches. For example, it can validate designs such as multipliers that have

outputs requiring very large binary decision diagrams. It can also validate sequential gate-level

implementations against high-level specifications without the need to have an explicit mapping of

storage elements from the specification to the implementation. The generated deterministic test

sets also appear to be useful for error location, diagnosis, correction, and detection of manufactur-

ing faults and can readily serve as input to existing algorithms for design error diagnosis [9][18].

This is the case since these test sets (simulation vectors) can be surprisingly small and can guaran-

tee the detection of broad categories of design errors. In contrast, random vectors [18][30] do not

guarantee the detection of all errors, and the use of exhaustive tests [30] is rarely feasible. 

In Section 2, we examine the previously proposed design error models [1][2][14][21], and

reduce them to five classes. Then we study in detail the detection requirements of these error

classes. Section 3 describes the mapping of design errors into SSL faults, as well as the process of

generating tests for them using standard test generation and simulation tools for SSL faults. Sec-

tion 4 presents the results of applying our method to representative combinational and sequential

benchmark circuits. Section 5 briefly discusses the extension of the method to RTL circuits.

2  TESTS FOR DESIGN ERRORS

Many types of design errors affecting logic circuits are identified in the research literature

[1][2][14][21]. These error types are not necessarily complete, but they are believed to be com-

mon in both manual and automated logic synthesis. We condense the errors identified by Abadir

et al. [2] into four categories. (A similar classification is given independently in [14]). We also

add a fifth category for sequential circuits.

• Gate substitution error (GSE): This refers to mistakenly replacing a gate by another gate with

the same number of inputs. The extra and missing inverter errors of [1][2][14][21] are consid-

ered as substitution of an inverter for a buffer, and a buffer for an inverter, respectively.

• Gate count error (GCE): This corresponds to incorrectly adding or removing a gate, and

includes the extra and missing gate errors of [2]. This category is combined with gate substitu-

tion in [14], where, unlike here, XOR and XNOR gates are not considered. A class of “local”
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errors is defined in [21] which includes only some of the errors in this category. 

• Input count error (ICE): This corresponds to using a gate with more or fewer inputs than

required.

• Wrong input error (WIE): This error corresponds to connecting a gate input to a wrong signal.

The “signal-like-source” error [21], is a special case of WIE. Although a WIE may be viewed

as a multiple ICE, a multiple ICE cannot model a WIE in an inverter. 

We further identify the following error model for sequential circuits:

• Latch count error (LCE): This error occurs when a latch is incorrectly added or omitted, due to

human error or using imperfect CAD tools for synthesis or (re) timing analysis. 

The errors in each category are studied next, and tests needed to detect them are determined.

The following assumptions are made concerning the design to be verified:

• A gate-level implementation is available that is either combinational or synchronous

sequential.

• The gate types used are AND, OR, XOR, NAND, NOR, XNOR, BUF (buffer) and NOT.

• As in [2][14][21], a functional specification of the design is available which is completely sim-

ulatable, that is, any input pattern (sequence) can be applied and produces a completely

specified output pattern (sequence).

• At most one design error is present. This assumption is made in the standard SSL model and,

indeed, in most other models used in testing for physical faults.

2.1  NOTATION

Let E be the set of all 2
n
 input vectors of an n-input gate G. We divide E into the disjoint sub-

sets V0, V1,..., Vn, where Vk contains all input vectors with exactly k 1s in their binary representa-

tion, . Particularly useful are the disjoint sets Vnull, Vall, Vodd, and Veven defined as follows:

  

For example, in the case of 3-input NAND gate, Vnull = {000}, Vall = {111}, Vodd = {001,010,100},

and Veven = {011, 101, 110}. We call Vnull, Vall, Vodd, and Veven the characterizing sets or C-sets of G.

Table 1 shows the output responses of each gate type to its various C-sets. The sets Vnull and

0 k n≤ ≤

Vnull V0= Vall Vn=

Vodd Vi
i odd i∧ n≠=

∪= Veven Vi
i even i∧ 0≠ i∧ n≠=

∪=
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Vall are nonempty and always have cardinality one. For the single-input gates, Veven and Vodd are

empty. For multiple-input gates, the set Vodd contains at least two elements, while the set Veven is

empty only when . The cardinality of Veven (Vodd) is  ( ) when n is odd,

and  ( ) when n is even. Finally, vk denotes an arbitrary vector of the set Vk. 

The above notation enables us to express sets of vectors in a concise way. For example, the

complete test set for SSL faults in an n-input NAND gate is . When , we can

also write these tests as  = {111, 011, 101, 110}. In general, to verify the identity of a

gate G, that is, to determine the tests required for its verification, we use the above notation in con-

junction with Table 1.

2.2  GATE SUBSTITUTION ERRORS (GSES)

According to experiments reported in [1], the most frequent error made by human designers is

gate substitution, accounting for around 67% of all errors. Gate substitution refers to mistakenly

replacing a gate (in a schematic) or a gate operator (in an HDL description) G with another gate

G’ that has the same number of inputs. We represent this error by G/G’. For gates with multiple

inputs, a multiple-input GSE (MIGSE) can have one of six possible forms: G/AND, G/NAND, G/

OR, G/NOR, G/XOR, and G/XNOR. Each multiple-input gate can have five MIGSEs. For exam-

ple, all MIGSEs can occur on an AND gate except G/AND which is not considered an error. For

gates with a single input, i.e., buffers and inverters, a single-input GSE (SIGSE) can have one of

two possible forms: G/NOT and G/BUF. Each single-input gate can have only one SIGSE. To

cover extra or missing inverters in GSEs, a buffer can be inserted in each of a gate’s fanout

branches as well as in inputs that fan out.

It has been suggested that most GSEs can be detected by a complete test set for SSL faults [2].

Our simulation study (Section 4) shows that such a test set can cover 80% to 100% of MIGSEs

and 100% of SIGSEs. The actual coverage of MIGSEs is a function of the circuit structure, as

Table 1  Responses of the various gate types to their C-sets. 

C-set n = 1 n even (n odd and )
NOT BUF AND NAND OR NOR XOR XNOR

Vnull 1 0 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0) 1 (1)
Veven n/a n/a 0 (0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (1)
Vodd n/a n/a 0 (0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0)
Vall 0 1 1 (1) 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0) 0 (1) 1 (0)

n 3≥

n 2= 2n 1– 1– 2n 1– 1–

2n 1– 2– 2n 1–

Vn Vn 1–∪ n 3=

Vall Veven∪
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well as the types of gates used in the circuit. Our goal here is to achieve 100% coverage for GSEs.

A single-input gate can be identified by one test vector from either Vnull or Vall. On the other

hand, a multiple-input gate can be identified by three test vectors: one from Vnull, one from Vodd,

and one from Vall (if n is even) or Veven (if n is odd). Hence, three test vectors are sufficient to iden-

tify an n-input gate. Two test vectors suffice in some cases. For example, an AND gate can be

identified by applying one test vector from Vnull and one from Vodd. 

The number of tests needed to test an n-input gate for SSL faults is  for the gates AND,

NAND, OR, and NOR, while it is two or three for XOR and XNOR depending on the parity of n.

So, the number of tests needed to test for SSL faults is greater or equal to the number of tests

needed to test for MIGSEs in most cases.

We now introduce some notation to specify the effects of C-sets on a gate G within a circuit.

Definition 1  If the inputs of a gate G in a circuit C can be forced to the pattern v by assigning the

primary inputs of C, then G is controllable by v; otherwise, it is uncontrollable by v. If the output

of G with respect to the pattern v is sensitizable to a primary output then the response of v is said

to be observable at G; otherwise, it is unobservable.

Definition 2  A gate G in a circuit C is V-controllable if G is controllable by at least one vector v

in the input vector set V. If v is also observable at G, then G is excitable by V (V-excitable). A gate

G is fully excitable if G is excitable by every nonempty C-set of G; otherwise, it is partially

excitable.

To illustrate these definitions, consider the circuit in Figure 1. G1 and G2 are both controllable

by the pattern 00, while G3 is uncontrollable by 00. The response to the pattern 00 is observable at

G2 but it is not observable at G1. The gate G3 is {00,11}-excitable because G3 is controllable by

11, and the response of 11 is observable at G3. However, G3 is not {00}-excitable because G3 is

uncontrollable by all the elements of the set {00}. The gates G1, G2, and G3 are partially excitable.

n 1+

Figure 1  Circuit realizing the XOR function.

a

b
G1

G2

G3 z
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The following theorem solves the verification problem for GSEs:

Theorem 1  A necessary and sufficient condition for a test set S to verify a fully excitable gate is

that S produce the test vectors T1 shown in Table 2 at the inputs of the gate and sensitize the gate

output to a primary output.

Proof:  We prove the case for an AND gate with an odd number of inputs only; the other cases can

be proved similarly. Sufficiency follows directly from Table 2. To prove necessity, assume that S

verifies the AND gate G but does not produce either {vall, vodd} or {vnull, vodd} at G’s inputs. It is

clear from Table 2 that there is no single vector capable of verifying an AND gate. Hence, the set

S produces one of the following sets at the inputs of G: {vnull, vall}, {vnull, veven}, {veven, vall}, {vodd,

veven}, or {vnull, veven, vall}. Table 1 shows that none of these are capable of verifying the AND gate.

Hence S must produce {vall, vodd} or {vnull, vodd} at G’s inputs. Note that the above analysis implies

that two test vectors are sufficient to verify a fully excitable gate. 

All gates in a fanout-free circuit are fully excitable. In a circuit with fanout, it is possible that

some input combinations cannot be forced at the inputs of some gates. For example, no element of

Vnull can be forced at the inputs of the AND gate G3 in Figure 1. From Table 1 we see that Vnull is

necessary to distinguish a 2-input AND gate from an XNOR gate, so, the replacement of the AND

by an XNOR gate cannot be detected. This replacement does not change the function of the cir-

cuit, hence it is considered to be an undetectable MIGSE. Likewise, some input combinations can

Table 2  The test vectors required to verify an n-input gate.

Gate Fanin n Test set T1 Test set T2 Test set T3
NOT

(BUF) n = 1  {vall} or {vnull}  {vall,vnull}  {vall,vnull} 

AND
(NAND)

n = 2 {vnull, vodd} {vall, vodd, vnull} {vall, vnull, vodd}

 n odd {vall, vodd} or 
{vnull, vodd} {vall, vodd, vnull} {vnull, vodd, vall, veven}

n even &
 

{vnull, vodd} or
{vall, veven} {vnull, vodd, vall, veven} {vnull, vodd, vall, veven}

OR
(NOR)

n = 2 {vall, vodd} {vall, vodd, vnull} {vall, vnull, vodd}

 n odd {vnull, veven} or
{vall, veven} {vnull, veven, vall} {vnull, vodd, vall, veven}

n even &
 

 {vnull, veven} or
{vall, vodd} {vnull, veven, vall, vodd} {vnull, vodd, vall, veven}

XOR
(XNOR)

n = 2 {vnull, vall} {vall, vodd, vnull} {vall, vnull, vodd}

 n odd {vodd, veven} {vodd, veven, vall} or 
{vodd, veven, vnull} 

{vnull, vodd, vall, veven}

n even &
 

 {vnull, vall} or
{veven, vodd} {vnull, vall, veven, vodd} {vnull, vodd, vall, veven}

n 2≠

n 2≠

n 2≠
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be forced at the inputs of some gates but their responses cannot be observed. For example, the pat-

tern 00 can be forced at the inputs of G1 in Figure 1, but the response of G1 cannot be propagated

to the primary output. The above examples show that it is natural to have gates which are not fully

excitable and therefore have undetectable design errors. It also suggests a modification of the test

vectors T1 in Table 2 to verify a partially excitable gate. 

Definition 3  If a partially excitable gate G is excitable by all but one of its nonempty C-sets, then

G is strong partially excitable, otherwise, it is weak partially excitable.

Consider again the circuit in Figure 1. The gates G1, G2, and G3 are strong partially excitable

because they are excitable by two out of the three nonempty C-sets of the respective gates. An

example of a weak partially excitable gate is a 3-input XOR with all inputs connected to a single

source. In this case, the gate is excitable by only two (Vnull and Vall) of its four C-sets.

Since a strong partially excitable gate G is not excitable by one of the nonempty C-sets, one of

its MIGSEs is undetectable. The remaining four MIGSEs on G can be detected with at least two

vectors; Table 1 implies that an arbitrary vector detects only three of G’s five MIGSEs. Therefore,

we have to apply at least three test vectors to G, so that if G is not controllable by one of the vec-

tors or one of the vectors’ responses is not observable, then the other two will detect the detectable

MIGSEs. This leads to the following result.

Theorem 2  If all gates of a circuit are either fully excitable or strong partially excitable, then the

test set T2 shown in Table 2 detects all detectable GSEs in the circuit.

Proof:  If a gate G is fully excitable, then G is controllable by the test vectors in T2 and their

responses are observable at G. Since each test set in T2 for a particular gate is a superset of the test

set in T1 for the same gate, all GSEs will be detected. If, on the other hand, G is strong partially

excitable, then it is not controllable by one of the test vectors in T2, or the response of one of the

vectors is not observable at G. It follows from Table 1 that if we remove a test vector for G from

T2, then the remaining vectors detect all the detectable GSEs on that gate. 

A further analysis of T2 shows that to verify a weak partially excitable gate, we have to apply

the patterns T3 shown in Table 2. Since we cannot always assert that the gates in the design under

test are fully excitable or strong partially excitable, we may have to apply the patterns T3 to detect

all GSEs. Note that a test set generated for GSEs assuming that the gates are weak partially excit-

able, will detect all GSEs in the circuit. On the other hand, a test set generated for GSEs by assum-
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ing the gates are fully excitable or strong partially excitable may not detect all GSEs. 

A complete test set for SSL faults guarantees the detection of all SIGSEs [2]. Tests for MIG-

SEs also cover many SIGSEs. A circuit is SSL-irredundant if it has no undetectable SSL faults. 

Theorem 3  A complete test set T for MIGSEs in an SSL-irredundant circuit is also a complete test

set for SIGSEs on all circuit lines except inputs with fanout, if T produces vall at the input of every

AND and NAND gate, vnull at the input of every OR and NOR gate, and their responses are

observable.

From this theorem we conclude that detection of most SIGSEs is ensured by test sets T2 and T3

but not by T1. Our experiments show that the test set T3 detects all SIGSEs in all SSL-irredundant

benchmark circuits considered in Section 4.

2.3  GATE COUNT ERRORS (GCES)

We distinguish two types of gate count errors: extra-gate and missing-gate errors. An extra-

gate design error (EGE) is defined as inserting a gate G’ that has its m inputs taken from the n

inputs of a gate G and feeding the output of G’ to G. As a consequence, the number of inputs of

gate G becomes . We represent an EGE by EG(G’,G). It is easily seen that

EG(AND,AND), EG(AND,NAND), EG(OR,OR), EG(OR,NOR), EG(XOR,XOR), and

EG(XOR, XNOR) are undetectable. Explicit test generation for EGEs is not needed due to the

following result.

Theorem 4  A complete test set for GSEs is also a complete test set for EGEs. 

Proof:  An EGE can be mapped easily into a GSE. EG(G’,G) is nothing but the GSE G”/G’, where

G” is determined by G as follows: (1) if G is an AND or NAND, then G” is an AND; (2) if G is

an OR or NOR, then G” is an OR; (3) if G is an XOR or XNOR, then G” is an XOR. Hence, any

test set that detect all GSEs will detect all EGEs. 

Most EGEs can also be detected by a complete test set for SSL faults, but this is not guaran-

teed. A complete test set for SSL faults in the circuit of Figure 2 is {000, 100, 001, 010}. This test

n m– 1+

Figure 2  Example showing an EGE that is not detected by a complete test set for SSL faults.

eb

c

a

d
G1

G2
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set does not detect if the XOR gate is an extra gate. For that, we need the test 011. 

A missing-gate design error (MGE) is defined as removing a gate G’ that has m inputs and

feeds an n-input gate G, and then changing the inputs of G’ into inputs of G; see Figure 3. As a

consequence, the number of inputs of G becomes . We represent the MGE by

MG(G’,G). As in the extra-gate case, the errors MG(AND, AND), MG(AND, NAND), MG(OR,

OR), MG(OR, NOR), MG(XOR,XOR), and MG(XOR,XNOR) are undetectable.

Consider the problem of finding a minimal set of vectors that detect all MGEs in an N-input

gate G. For each MG(G’,G), we insert a gate G” as shown in Figure 4, where G” is chosen so that

the function of the circuit is not changed. For example, if G is an AND or NAND, then G” is an

AND gate. We have to detect the GSE G”/G’ in order to detect MG(G’,G). 

Theorem 5  The test sets , , and  are each suf-

ficient and near-minimal for detecting MGEs on an N-input fully excitable AND (or NAND), OR

(or NOR), and XOR (or XNOR) respectively.

Each test set defined by this theorem, which is proven in [4], has one test more than the mini-

mum. For example, the 11-member test set generated for MGEs in a 4-input NAND gate G is S =

{1111, 1110, 1101, 1011, 0111, 1100, 1010, 1001, 0110, 0101, 0011}. If one of the tests {1110,

1101, 1011, 0111} is dropped, S still detects all MGEs. However, all MGEs in G cannot be

detected with fewer than 10 vectors. In general, Theorem 5 gives near-minimal test sets for an N-

input fully excitable gate. It is easy to prove that these test sets detect all the MGEs of an N-input

partially excitable gate with high probability.

n 1–

Missing 

Correct circuit Erroneous circuit

G’

G
G

m

Figure 3  The missing-gate design error (MGE).

gate N = n + m - 1

N n m 1–+=

G”

G
G

m

n 1–

Figure 4  Reducing the problem of detecting MGEs to detecting GSEs.

N = n + m - 1

VN VN 1– VN 2–∪ ∪ V0 V1 V2∪ ∪ V0 V2 VN∪ ∪
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2.4  INPUT COUNT ERRORS (ICES) AND WRONG INPUT ERRORS (WIES)

Input count errors (ICEs) are classified into extra input and missing input errors. An extra

input design error (EIE) is defined as the replacement of an n-input gate ( ) by an ( )-

input gate with the additional input connected to an arbitrary signal in the circuit. A missing input

design error (MIE) is the replacement of a gate of ( ) inputs by an ( )-input gate whose

 inputs are connected to an arbitrary subset of the original n. We represent an EIE of a gate G

by EI(e,G) where e is the extra input. We represent an MIE of a gate G by MI(m,G) where m is the

source of the missing input.

To detect an EIE at a given input of an AND or NAND gate, that input must be set to 0 to acti-

vate the error, the other inputs must be forced to 1, and the gate’s output signal must be propa-

gated to a primary output. This is exactly the requirement of a test for a stuck-at-1 fault at the

input of the gate in question. Similarly, testing for EIEs at input x of an OR or NOR gate is the

same as testing for x stuck-at-0. To test for an MIE on an AND gate G, the inputs of G are set to 1,

the signal considered to be missing is set to 0, and G’s output signal is propagated to a primary

output. This is more restrictive than a test for stuck-at-0 at the output of G. Similarly, testing for an

MIE on a NAND, OR, and NOR is more restrictive than testing the gate output for stuck-at-1,

stuck-at-1, and stuck-at-0, respectively. 

The foregoing tests are complete for AND, NAND, OR, and NOR gates. Hence, a complete

test set for ICEs in a given circuit detects all SSL faults at AND, NAND, OR, and NOR gates. A

complete test set for ICEs also detects some SSL faults affecting XOR and XNOR gates. For

example, testing for EIEs at the input of an XOR or XNOR gate is equivalent to testing for a

stuck-at-0 fault at the same input. 

A wrong input error (WIE) is defined as a connection of a gate input to a wrong signal source.

We represent a WIE on a gate G by WI(u,w,G), where u is the wrong input of the gate and w is the

correct input. If a test vector v detects WI(u,w,G), then it must set u and w to opposite values and

propagate the signal at u to a primary output. WIE appears to be the second most common design

error—around 17% of the errors reported in [1]. The relationship between MIEs and WIEs is

stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 6  A complete test set for MIEs on gates of type AND, NAND, OR, or NOR is a complete

test set for WIEs on the same gates. 

n 2≥ n 1+

n 3≥ n 1–

n 1–
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Proof:  Let G be an AND gate with inputs x1, x2,..., xn and output y. Consider the WIE WI(xi,z,G),

where z is an arbitrary signal in the circuit. The complete test set for MIEs on G will detect MI(z,G)

and hence set the inputs of the gate to 1s, propagate y to a primary output, and set z to 0 with at

least one vector v of the test set. Since v sets xi and z to opposite values, and propagates xi to a

primary output, WI(xi,z,G) is detected for every i. A similar argument holds for the other gate

types.  

In practice, it is hard to find a complete test set for MIEs. The fact that a given MI(x,G) is

undetectable does not imply that the WI(u,x,G) is undetectable for every u. Also, a complete test

set for MIEs does not guarantee the detection of WIEs in XOR, XNOR, NOT, and BUF gates.

Hence, we cannot conclude that a test set for MIEs covers all WIEs.

The numbers of ICEs and WIEs in a circuit are large—approximately , where k is the

number of distinct signals in the circuit. Hence, we use simulation to extract the errors detected by

the test set , where SSSL, SGSE, and SMGE are complete test sets for SSL

faults, GSEs, and MGEs, respectively. In fact, all EIEs are detected by the test set for SSL faults

alone [2], hence, we only have to generate tests for the undetected MIEs and WIEs. Our experi-

mental results show that most MIEs and WIEs are detected by the set ST.

A basic question concerning MIEs (WIEs) is the source of the missing (wrong) input. It must

not depend on the erroneous gate’s output, otherwise, the circuit can become sequential and asyn-

chronous. Errors that make a circuit asynchronous can be detected by a levelization procedure [3].

The coverage relationships among the various design errors are summarized as follows. A

complete test set for MIGSEs detects all EGEs. On the other hand, a complete test set for SSL

faults detects all EIEs and SIGSEs. Complete test sets for MIEs, MGEs, and WIEs do not guaran-

tee the detection of other error types. For example, a test for MIEs detects many, but not necessar-

ily all, SSL faults.

2.5  LATCH COUNT ERRORS (LCES)

Latch count errors (LCEs) are classified into extra and missing latch errors. We assume that all

latches are of the clocked D type, synchronized by a common clock signal. An extra latch design

error (ELE) is defined as the insertion of a latch into any line in the circuit. A missing latch design

error (MLE) is the replacement of a latch by a line. It is impractical to consider all possible MLEs

due to their impact on the circuit’s state space and test generation complexity. Hence, we only

O k2( )

ST SSSL SGSE SMGE∪ ∪=
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consider MLEs affecting the circuit’s primary inputs and outputs.

In contrast to the design errors studied in the previous subsections, to check for LCEs, a test

sequence rather than an unordered set of test patterns is needed. To test for an ELE, a transition

sequence, either 0 → 1 or 1 → 0, is applied at the input of the latch and its response is propagated

to a primary output. Similarly, to test for an MLE, a transition sequence is applied at the line

where the latch may be missing and the transition sequence is propagated to a primary output.

2.6  DESIGN ERROR UNDETECTABILITY

We noted earlier that some design errors are undetectable. This leads to a type of redundancy

that is quite different from that previously studied [17].

Definition 4   A gate G in a circuit C has redundant inputs if the function implemented by C is not

changed when a proper subset of the inputs of G are removed. A circuit C is called GI-irredundant

if no gate in C has redundant inputs.

GI-redundancy does not imply SSL-redundancy. For example, a 5-input XOR with all inputs

connected to the same source is GI-redundant but SSL-irredundant. Similarly, SSL-redundancy

does not imply GI-redundancy. For example, a buffer whose input is connected to ground is SSL-

redundant but GI-irredundant. 

An undetectable design error is one for which no test vector exists. For example, the substitu-

tion of an XNOR gate for G3 in Figure 1 cannot be detected by any input vector. Hence, the

MIGSE G3/XNOR is undetectable. The following theorem [4] characterizes undetectable GSEs:

Theorem 7  In a GI-irredundant and SSL-irredundant circuit C, the following holds: (1) C has no

undetectable SIGSEs; (2) If G/G’ is an undetectable MIGSE then every other MIGSE on G is

detectable, and if  then  and vice versa.

Corollary 1  If the gates in a GI-irredundant and SSL-irredundant circuit C are restricted to AND,

NAND, OR, NOR, NOT, and BUF, then C has no undetectable GSEs.

The number of gates that can have undetectable MIGSEs in a circuit C varies with the circuit

structure and the types of gates in C. For example, fanout-free circuits have no undetectable

GSEs. On the other hand, a 2-input XOR circuit implemented using four 2-input NAND gates has

four possible undetectable MIGSEs: each NAND gate can be replaced with an XOR without

affecting the overall XOR function.

G XOR XNOR,{ }∈ G' AND NAND OR NOR, , ,{ }∈
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It is interesting to observe that an undetectable design error can be interpreted as a permissible

transformation of the circuit [15][25][31]. In fact, logic design verification may be seen as the

inverse of the network transformation performed during logic synthesis. While the former tries to

detect all non permissible transformations (design errors), the latter attempts to find all permissi-

ble transformations (feasible designs).

3  VERIFICATION TEST GENERATION

This section describes our method for modeling and detecting design errors. In order to use

standard ATPG tools, we map the error types under consideration into SSL faults. The mapping

process consists of modifying the target circuit’s netlist (or equivalent description) and injecting a

predefined set of SSL faults. A test set is then generated for these faults in the modified netlist

which detects all errors in the original design. 

To map MIGSEs and MGEs into SSL faults, each gate in the original netlist is replaced by a

functionally equivalent circuit called a gate replacement module. A few selected SSL faults are

injected in the gate replacement module, so that the test for each injected fault forces the input of

the gate to be a vector from one of the sets required to verify the gate. To cover all possible MIG-

SEs in a circuit, we must assume that the gates are weak partially excitable. Consider, for exam-

ple, the AND replacement module shown in Figure 5. The faults c stuck-at-0, d stuck-at-0, and e

stuck-at-0 will force the inputs of the AND replacement module to vnull, vodd, and vall, respectively.

These input patterns determine if the AND gate in the circuit is correct or not, i.e., the presence of

any MIGSE on the gate is detected. The gate replacement modules for MIGSEs and MGEs on all

gate types can be designed systematically in a similar fashion [4]. 

The requirements to be met by a gate replacement module M(G) of a gate G are as follows:

• The function of M(G) must be the same as that of G.

• A test for an injected SSL fault in M(G) must force the input of G to a certain vector that is

Figure 5  The replacement module for detecting GSEs in a 2-input AND gate.

a

b

G2

G1

G3

c

d

e stuck-at-0
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needed to verify G.

• The injected SSL faults must be sensitizable to the output of M(G). 

• If an injected SSL fault in M(G) is detected by a vector , then it must be detected by any

vector of Vi. This requirement simplifies the detection of the injected SSL faults by the test gen-

erator, and leads to smaller test sets.

The mapping of MIGSEs and MGEs into SSL faults is many-to-one. Detecting a given set of

injected SSL faults detects a larger set of MIGSEs and MGEs. For example, detection of the three

SSL faults in Figure 5 detects five MIGSEs. There is a one-to-one correspondence between net

errors (EIEs, MIEs, and WIEs) and SSL faults. The mapping of an EIE into an SSL fault is very

simple: to detect whether an AND or NAND gate’s input x is extra, we need to set x to 0, set every

other input to 1, and propagate the gate’s output signal to a primary output. This is the same as

testing for x stuck-at-1. Also, to test for an extra input in an OR, NOR, XOR, or XNOR gate, a test

for the input stuck-at-1 is required. 

The detection of MIEs and WIEs is modeled by a mapping circuit called a net attachment mod-

ule, as shown in Figure 6. Let C and C’ be the circuits obtained before and after adding the net

attachment module. The following requirements must be met: 

• The function of circuit C must be the same as that of C’.

• A test for the injected SSL fault in the net attachment module must detect the MIE or WIE.

• The injected SSL fault must be sensitizable in the net attachment module.

A typical design of a net attachment module for MIEs appears in Figure 7a. If G2 is an AND or

NAND, then G1 must be an XNOR and the fault p stuck-at-1 is injected. On the other hand, if G2

v Vi∈

Equivalent circuit

Missing 
input

Wrong 
input Correct 

input
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b
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e

m m
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z
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Figure 6  Mapping MIEs and WIEs into SSL faults.
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is any of the gates {OR, NOR, XOR, XNOR}, then G1 must be an XOR and the fault p stuck-at-0

is injected. In both cases, the output of G2 is independent of z and hence the function of the circuit

is not changed. Also, the SSL fault is sensitizable to the output of the net attachment module and

the vector testing it detects MI(m,G2). A typical design of the net attachment module for a WIE is

shown in Figure 7b. The output of the net attachment module is , hence the circuit function

is preserved. The test for p stuck-at-0 forces opposing values on m and d, and hence the corre-

sponding WIE will be detected by the same test.

The detection of ELEs is performed by replacing the latch by the latch replacement module

shown in Figure 8(a), and then generating a test sequence for the SSL fault p stuck-at-0, which is

also a test sequence for the ELE. Similarly, the detection of MLEs is performed by replacing the

line by the line replacement module as shown in Figure 8(b). The test sequence generated for the

SSL fault p stuck-at-0 is also a test for the MLE. Hence, LCEs are easily mapped into SSL faults.

The overall verification process is divided into two phases. The first phase generate tests for

gate errors (MIGSEs and MGEs) and is shown in Figure 9. If the circuit is sequential, additional

tests for LCEs are generated. The second phase performs the error simulation for net errors

(MIEs, WIEs) and then generates tests for the undetected ones; the flowchart of phase 2 is similar

to that of phase 1. Complete coverage of net errors may require several iterations through phase 2.

If after checking for all modeled errors, the implementation is found to match the functional spec-

ifications, we can conclude with high confidence that the circuit is correct as designed.

G1 G2

m z

p
Net attachment module 

w
p stuck-at-0

d

m z

Net attachment module 

(a) (b)

Figure 7  A net attachment module (a) for MIEs and (b) for WIEs.

z d=

p stuck-at-0

Q
D

p stuck-at-0

Q

D

(a) (b)

Figure 8  (a) Latch and (b) line replacement modules to detect ELEs and MLEs, respectively.

LatchLatch
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4  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we describe the experiments performed to support the preceding analysis; these

experiments used the combinational ATPG tool ATALANTA [27] and the sequential ATPG tool

ATTEST [8]. To determine the ability of a given test set to detect design errors and SSL faults, we

developed an error/fault simulator ESIM [7]. For combinational circuits, the simulator uses paral-

lel-pattern evaluation and critical path tracing [3]; It simulates the circuit with multiple vectors

concurrently and determines the detected errors/faults without explicit simulation of each error/

fault. ESIM uses parallel fault simulation [3] for sequential circuits.

The circuits used for the experiments are the ISCAS 85 combinational benchmarks [11], some

standard, combinational 74X-series circuits [33], and the ISCAS 89 sequential benchmarks [12].

We conducted a preliminary experiment to determine the coverage of design errors using a com-

plete test set for all detectable SSL faults. The resulting data given in Table 3 show that a com-

plete test set for SSL faults guarantees the detection of all SIGSEs and EIEs, confirming results in

[2]. The detection of the other design error types is not guaranteed but they are likely to be

detected because the test set does exercise each net in the circuit. Note that all the circuits in Table

3 are relatively small and SSL-irredundant.

Our next experiments are concerned with generating nearly complete test sets for all modeled

simulatorspecs
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design errors. They use the method described in the previous section to generate test vectors tar-

geting specific errors. The modified netlist is supplied to ATALANTA which generates a test set.

The generated test sets are then evaluated using simulation to find their coverage of GSEs, as

shown in Table 4. Since tests for MIGSEs cover EGEs (Theorem 4), the results on detecting

EGEs are shown in Table 4. The coverage of MGEs is also shown in Table 4. Testing for MIEs,

and WIEs is performed only for those errors that are not detected by error simulation using the set

. The coverage of EIEs is the same as that shown in Table 3 because a

complete test set for SSL faults detects all EIEs. The error simulation results for MIEs and WIEs

also appear in Table 4. Tests were generated using ATALANTA for the remaining undetected

MIEs and WIEs after the error simulation. ATALANTA reported that a large percentage of those

errors are undetectable. After adding the generated tests to ST, the coverage of MIEs and WIEs is

Table 3  Design error coverage in combinational benchmarks using complete SSL test set 
generated by ATALANTA.

C
irc

ui
t Test 

set 
size

Detected
SSL 

faults

Detected 
GSEs

Detected 
GCEs

Detected 
ICEs Detected

WIEsSIGSE MIGSE EGE MGE EIE MIE
c17 5 100.0 100.0 80.0 100.0 n/a 100.0 57.5 88.0

c432nr 44 100.0 100.0 89.1 100.0 95.5 100.0 73.1 96.9
c499nr 52 100.0 100.0 97.9 46.2 93.8 100.0 88.8 98.9
c880 47 100.0 100.0 90.3 100.0 94.6 100.0 84.9 98.6
7485 25 100.0 100.0 88.4 100.0 89.8 100.0 83.4 92.7
74181 18 100.0 100.0 96.2 88.9 90.6 100.0 81.8 94.0
74283 12 100.0 100.0 91.3 100.0 84.1 100.0 74.5 92.2

Table 4  Design error coverage in combinational benchmarks using verification tests 
generated by ATALANTA.
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c17 5 100.0 100.0 100.0 n/a n/a 10 82.5 95.7
c432nr 39 92.8 100.0 100.0 92 99.9 174 88.8 99.5
c499nr 39 99.8 100.0 46.2 43 98.4 133 93.2 99.7
c880 49 92.8 100.0 100.0 66 100.0 162 95.0 99.8
7485 14 88.4 100.0 100.0 47 94.4 85 89.3 96.4
74181 15 98.5 100.0 88.9 36 99.5 69 94.9 98.8
74283 10 94.7 100.0 100.0 31 100.0 51 88.7 95.2

ST SSSL SGSE SMGE∪ ∪=
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improved, as shown in Table 5.

The coverage of design errors using the generated test sets is quite high, 80%–100% in most

cases. We are confident that most detectable design errors of the modeled types are actually

detected. To explore this further, we analyzed the 7485, 74181, and 74283 circuits in depth. We

found that MIGSEs and EGEs not detected by our test sets are undetectable, and hence, these test

sets cover 100% of the detectable MIGSEs and EGEs. We also analyzed the circuit c499nr to

determine the reason for the poor coverage of EGEs. It turns out that the ISCAS 85 benchmarks

limit the number of inputs of XOR gates to two. Since c499nr has several XOR trees, then most

XOR gates are considered redundant gates—they can be combined in one XOR gate with large

fanin.

It is difficult to compare the coverage results obtained in this paper to related work in the liter-

ature for several reasons: (1) different error models are used; (2) test set sizes are missing from the

results of [21]; and (3) standard benchmarks are not used in most prior work. The test generation

times for the circuits in Table 4 and Table 5 were found to range from a few seconds to a few min-

utes on a HALstation 300.

To check that our method can use any standard SSL test generator and to determine the design

error coverage for the large SSL-redundant ISCAS 85 circuits, we performed the test generation

experiments using the advanced SSL test generator ATTEST [8]. The error simulation results of

the generated test sets are shown in Table 6. As expected, the generated test sets are small and

have high coverage of the modeled errors.

Table 5  Improved coverage of MIEs and WIEs after the second phase 
of test generation using ATALANTA.

C
irc

ui
t Tests targeting MIEs not 

detected by ST
Tests targeting WIEs not 

detected by ST
Total test
set size Detected MIEs Total test

set size Detected WIEs 

c17 13 95.0 12 100.0
c432nr 190 89.9 195 99.6
c499nr 220 95.8 147 99.8
c880 225 96.5 192 99.9
7485 91 91.2 92 96.4
74181 83 96.6 78 98.9
74283 58 90.0 56 96.4
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We further experimented with the proposed method using a representative set of sequential

benchmarks from the ISCAS 89 suite [12]. To simplify test generation, we attached a single clear

(reset) input to all storage elements in each circuit. We also used the ATTEST SSL test generator

to generate the verification test sequences . The sim-

ulation results (Table 7) were determined by the error simulator ESIM, and demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of the generated test sequences. The coverage of design errors is high for all circuits,

except for s420 whose internal nets have low controllability and observability.

Table 6   Design error coverage in combinational benchmarks using verification tests 
generated by ATTEST.
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c1355 265 3.2 100.0 82.3 100.0 97.1 99.2 83.5 99.3
c1908 465 3.7 100.0 84.8 97.6 90.3 99.2 90.8 97.3
c2670 797 7.9 99.7 87.5 87.6 91.6 93.2 90.4 98.7
c3540 650 11.2 99.3 89.7 90.6 81.6 94.2 88.4 98.6
c5315 1263 8.1 99.8 89.6 98.9 93.8 98.3 99.8 99.5
c6288 324 55.7 99.6 85.8 100.0 n/a 99.3 97.9 99.7
c7552 1364 23.5 100.0 86.6 97.4 91.2 96.4 99.4 98.7
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Table 7  Design error coverage in sequential benchmarks using verification test sequences 
generated by ATTEST.
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s27 49 0 100.0 100.0 95.0 100.0 n/a 100.0 74.7 94.4 100.0 100.0
s208 448 8 95.6 91.3 87.9 87.8 83.8 91.6 72.4 93.0 87.5 81.8
s298 448 27 86.4 91.1 93.6 100.0 96.92 77.5 67.5 84.6 100.0 100.0
s344 264 180 93.9 97.3 90.7 100.0 85.0 91.9 76.9 94.2 100.0 95.0
s349 352 28 94.9 97.7 90.8 100.0 85.0 93.5 79.9 95.9 100.0 95.0
s386 500 132 85.1 97.1 92.7 78.4 98.2 69.6 67.1 87.6 100.0 92.9
s420 499 114 54.5 58.1 69.4 71.9 48.1 51.8 32.8 52.8 81.3 36.8
s641 360 14 87.6 93.5 94.8 73.5 90.6 81.7 65.2 90.4 78.9 89.8
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5  DISCUSSION

We have presented an error-based method for verifying logic circuits using standard simulation

and ATPG tools. We showed that all common gate-level design errors can readily be mapped into

SSL faults, and presented a systematic method to perform this mapping. Our experimental results

show that complete test sets for the SSL faults detect almost all detectable design errors. The test

sets are small and provide high coverage—the percentage of detected design errors from all mod-

eled errors, detectable and undetectable, is greater than 90% for most of the benchmark circuits.

The experiments also show that the fraction of undetectable design errors is significant in practi-

cal circuits, even when they are SSL-irredundant. For example, 11.6% of the MIGSEs in the 7485

comparator circuit are undetectable. We ensure full detectability of design errors by injecting SSL

faults into a modified netlist and apply an ATPG program to it. Any such program can be used off

the shelf, so future improvements in ATPG tools can be applied directly to this type of design

error detection. 

The verification method considered here can, in principle, be extended to higher levels of

abstraction such as the register-transfer or functional level of design. The 74283 carry lookahead

adder in Figure 10 is an example of an RTL design, where CLA is a lookahead carry-generation

module and the other modules are word gates, all interconnected by multibit buses. The goal is

then to validate operation of a circuit with respect to its functional specification [32]. Such func-

tional testing is potentially faster and more efficient than gate-level testing, in that it is indepen-

dent of implementation details. Possible RTL design error types include: module substitution

error (word gate substitution, missing bus inversion, etc.), extra/missing module, and extra/miss-

ing input bus. Like gate-level errors, such RTL errors can be mapped into simple RTL fault types

such as bus stuck-at 0/1 faults, but suitable high-level ATPG tools for such faults are not yet avail-

Figure 10  High-level model of the 74283 carry-lookahead adder.
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able. Tests were generated manually for errors of the foregoing types in the 74283 adder, and the

results (Table 8) suggest that, as in gate-level design, high coverage of RTL design errors is possi-

ble using very few test vectors.
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